
Zoo and the Animals



On another typical day, the two built a time machine. They tested it and exited but left it on. At

night, as they slept in a hut at the zoo, they released their little security monkey—Flake, who

lived there too. Playing and talking, they didn't notice that Flake had run away! They looked for

the monkey everywhere until they found the time machine turned on. They decided to enter.



They were lucky, as Flake left the settings for the time that would have gone on the computer.

They clicked on the button, and the portal was opened.



The portal was opened. The place where he was was the zoo where they were, but it was from

the future: everything electronic, the famous flying cars and 800-story buildings. The only

problem was: where was Flake?



However, they remembered having a leash with a locator chip on the animal's collar. It had

signals everywhere, so Kevin said:

- I knew how to locate it.

But the locator was having some problems with the internet of the future, so they weren't sure

if they would find the monkey with it.



The first place they went to was the lion's cave. They didn't go in, as the locator had already

recalculated the route, but he got scared just looking at the beasts.



The second place was the giraffe cage. They climbed onto their long necks and then onto their

heads, and from above, They saw the last cages.



The third corner was the monkey cage. They thought it was the best corner Flake could be in,

but no matter how hard they looked for him, they couldn't find him there.



The fourth place was the butterfly center. They remembered that Flake loved butterflies so that

they could be there. As they entered, Flake was playing with the butterflies. They took him and

went back to the portal before it closed.



They arrived at the zoo again and saw that nothing had changed. They closed the portal, put

the monkey in his cage again, and went to sleep thinking about destroying the machine so that

no one made trouble.
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Zoo and the Animals

Jean and Kevin, two best friends, built a time machine in a zoo. They accidentally left it on

while they slept, and their pet monkey, Flake, ran away. Using a locator chip on Flake's collar,

they attempted to find him despite internet connectivity issues.



They searched various places in the zoo, including the lion's cave, giraffe cage, and monkey

cage, but couldn't locate him. Finally, they found Flake in the butterfly center, playing with

butterflies. They took him back to the present through the time machine and decided to

destroy it to avoid any further trouble.

In a zoo, two best friends observe: Jean, a guy who loves to build projects, and Kevin, who likes

to carry out a friend's tasks.


